Sometimes the strongest
connections are the ones
you can’t see

Strong, invisible connections
to the important things in your life...

People and surroundings
Enjoy a rich and vivid surround sound
experience that seamlessly connects you
to the people around you. Page 4
Your essential communication devices
Get strong, wireless connections to devices like
your TV, mobile phone, computer, and stereo.
No wires, cables or extra uncomfortable
accessories to wear. Page 6
Your individual needs and preferences
Count on a hearing instrument that was carefully
crafted to meet your individual needs with
moisture protection that works no matter
what your lifestyle Page 8
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Strong, invisible connections to
people and surroundings

Enjoy rich sound and clarity
When you’re deep in conversation and there’s a lot going
on around you. That’s when you’ll really appreciate the
rich sound and clarity that the surround sound
experience in ReSound AleraTM delivers.

Whatever the situation, you remain comfortable
The exceptional computational power in ReSound AleraTM
enables advanced hearing improvement features and
personalised settings that ensure you stay at ease as you
go about your day.

With the surround sound experience you:
• Understand speech better, even when there’s
background noise
• Keep a sense of what’s going on around you
• Can locate where sounds are coming from

You’ll be amazed at how ReSound AleraTM automatically
adjusts to changing sound environments.

“The closest thing to what I imagine good
hearing is for people without hearing loss.”

Advanced features make sure you:
•D
 on’t experience whistling or buzzing on the phone or
when you hug someone, for example
•E
 njoy music that sounds as clear and pure as it’s
supposed to
•F
 eel comfortable in the different situations
you encounter every day

Hearing instrument user on the quality of Surround Sound by ReSound
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Strong, invisible connections to
your essential communication devices

TV sound directly to your hearing instruments
Who wants to choose between watching TV alone,
or feeling like you’re disturbing other people with the
volume turned way up? With ReSound UniteTM TV, you
don’t have to choose.
Now you can enjoy smooth and comfortable wireless
connections to your TV, stereo, computer and phones.
With the ReSound UniteTM TV streamer, you can:
• Get sound transmitted directly from your TV
to your hearing instruments
• Hear what’s going on around you while watching TV
• Move around – and even if you leave the room,
you’re automatically reconnected if you return
within 5 minutes
It works the same way with your stereo, computer
and other audio devices. It’s comfortable, reliable
and discreet.

Note: Wireless capabilities depend on which ReSound AleraTM model you
choose, and require the relevant ReSound UniteTM wireless accessory
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Just answer the phone
Finally a solution that makes it easier to use a mobile
phone. The ReSound UniteTM Phone Clip gives you a
wireless connection between your Bluetooth®-enabled
mobile phone and your hearing instruments. All you have
to do is push the answer button and start talking.
The ReSound UniteTM Phone Clip:
• Delivers crystal clear, feedback-free sound
• Clips on to your clothes or your car’s sun visor
• Allows you to leave your mobile phone in
your bag or pocket
Remote control for complete command at a glance
The ReSound UniteTM Remote Control makes
it easy to change programs, adjust volume
and start streaming sound from the
ReSound UniteTM TV streamer. The display
gives you a visual overview of your
hearing instruments settings.

Strong invisible connections to
your individual needs and preferences

Every detail counts
Every aspect of ReSound AleraTM has been meticulously
thought out to help you stay connected without having to
think twice about it.
Durable and discreet features of the design include:
• Slim, curved shape in two very small sizes
• A comfortable, natural feeling fit
• Robust design you can count on
• Double filters for extra protection against earwax

Nano-coating protects down to the core
With iSolateTM nanotech, special treatment in a vacuum
chamber guards every vital component of your hearing
instruments against moisture. As a result, liquid that
comes in contact with ReSound AleraTM, for example,
when it rains or when you’re biking or enjoying other
physical activity, simply beads and rolls right off.
Lots of options to meet your individual needs
ReSound AleraTM offers a choice of colours and options
in three models with different features. So your hearing
care professional can match the shape of your ear, your
particular hearing loss and your lifestyle, and give
you just what you need.

ReSound AleraTM colour options

ReSound AleraTM 61

ReSound AleraTM 60

With wireless options

Note: Hearing instruments shown actual size
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Strong invisible connections to
the important things in life
Scale 1:1

ReSound AleraTM 61

ReSound AleraTM 60

ReSound AleraTM 61

ReSound AleraTM 60

With wireless options

With wireless options

ReSound AleraTM connects you to your world
An exceptional surround sound experience, strong and
clear wireless connections to your TV and phone and
a carefully crafted design all help you connect to the
important things in life.

Your essential communication devices
• ReSound UniteTM wireless accessories give you strong,
clear and stable connections to mobile phones, TV,
stereos and computers
• Stereo sound is streamed directly to your
hearing instruments

People and surroundings
• An exceptionally rich sound
• Full awareness of all the individual sounds around you
• Improved ability to locate where sounds are
coming from
• Clear sound and complete comfort when using the
phone and listening to music
• Personalised automatic-adaptation settings for comfort,
even when situations change

Your personal needs and preferences
• A choice of colours and models
• Models with wireless connectivity
• Personalised settings to match your lifestyle
• iSolateTM nanotech for total protection against moisture

Note: Wireless capabilities depend on which ReSound AleraTM model you
choose, and require the relevant ReSound UniteTM wireless accessory
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ReSound® provides excellent sound by
offering innovative hearing solutions that
combine original thinking and design
with solid technology – all based on
deep audiological insight and a profound
understanding of the hearing impaired.
Now, ReSound AleraTM raises the bar
again with strong, invisible connections
to the important things in life.
www.resound.com/alera

